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Abstract

Background After dermatitis, acne is the next skin disease to contribute most to the
burden of skin diseases worldwide. Recently, seven core outcome domains have
been identified, which together form an Acne Core Outcome Set (ACORN). One
of these was satisfaction with acne treatment.
Objectives To identify studies that described the development of patient-reported
outcome measures (PROMS), evaluated one or more measurement properties of
a PROM, or evaluated the interpretability of a PROM in patients with acne
regarding treatment satisfaction.
Methods The COnsensus-based Standards for the selection of health Measurement
INstruments (COSMIN) search strategy for identifying PROMS on acne treatment
satisfaction was used. We searched PubMed, MEDLINE, Embase, LILACS, Web of
Science, Cochrane Library, Emcare, PsycINFO and Academic Search premier (June
2020). Study selection, data extraction and assessment of methodological quality
according to COSMIN guidance were carried out independently by two authors.
Results Only one study could be included, describing the development of a treat-
ment satisfaction measure in patients with acne. The development was assessed
as inadequate and data on measurement properties were lacking. Additionally,
we found 188 studies reporting treatment satisfaction solely as an outcome,
using a wide variety of methods, none of them standardized or validated.
Conclusions We could not find a PROM on treatment satisfaction to recommend
for a core outcome set in acne. There is an unmet need for a PROM on treatment
satisfaction in acne that is robustly developed, designed and validated.

What is already known about this topic?

• Core outcome sets are consensus-based minimum outcome measures that should

be reported in clinical trials of a specific disease or target condition.

• The Acne Core Outcomes Research Network identified the following domains

important for acne: satisfaction with appearance; extent of dark marks and scars;

long-term acne control; signs and symptoms; satisfaction with treatment; health-re-

lated quality of life; and adverse events.
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What does this study add?

• We could not find a PROM on treatment satisfaction that can be recommended for

a core outcome set in acne.

• Many studies reported treatment satisfaction as an outcome, with a wide variety of

methods, none of them standardized or validated.

• There is an unmet need for a PROM measuring treatment satisfaction in acne that

is robustly developed and validated according to COSMIN standards.

Core outcome sets are consensus-based minimum outcome mea-

sures that should be reported in clinical trials of a specific disease

or target condition.1 Outcomes can be conceived as constructs or

domains, credibly established by patients and other relevant

stakeholders, reflecting what is to be measured in trial partici-

pants to evaluate the effect of an intervention. Outcome measures

are instruments or tools to measure the quality or quantity of the

intervention on each of the domains. These measures can range

from clinical examinations to patient responses to questionnaires

to laboratory findings and to imaging studies.2 Outcome mea-

sures to be included in a core outcome set are based on a system-

atic search, assessment of quality and recommendations to a

voting panel for inclusion of only one outcome measurement for

each domain where possible. In the absence of an adequate mea-

sure, a need for development would be established.3

In clinical trials investigating acne treatments, multiple out-

come measures have been used with no established stan-

dards.4,5 This multiplicity, heterogeneity and lack of quality

have been problematic in data synthesis by impeding compar-

ative outcomes research and contributing to resource wastage.

An international consensus on a core outcome set for clinical

trials in acne could address this unmet need by standardizing

and harmonizing existing outcome measures, and identifying

those that might be lacking.

Development of an acne core outcome set for acne clinical

trials was initiated with the Acne Core Outcomes Research

Network (ACORN), initially funded by a US National Insti-

tutes of Health/National Institute of Arthritis and Muscu-

loskeletal and Skin Diseases grant (1U01AR065109-01). In a

landmark study involving stakeholders worldwide, including

307 patients or their parents, 218 healthcare professionals, 45

nonclinical researchers, 17 industry employees and nine jour-

nal editors, the most important domains for an acne core out-

come set were identified.6 These included satisfaction with

appearance, extent of dark marks and scars, long-term acne

control, signs and symptoms, satisfaction with treatment,

health-related quality of life and adverse events (AEs).6

A hierarchy of treatment satisfaction can extend from proce-

dures, therapies, activity limitations and dietary restrictions,

along with included medications. A more circumscribed con-

cept of satisfaction with intervention or medication impacting

on disease signs/symptoms and potential side-effects is rele-

vant to clinical trials.7

In this study, we focused on addressing treatment satisfac-

tion in acne clinical trials, more specifically on satisfaction

with any intervention or with the (general) care received. Our

aims were to identify patient-reported outcome measures

(PROMS) of satisfaction with acne treatments and to evaluate

their quality with COnsensus-based Standards for the selection

of health Measurement INstruments (COSMIN) methodology.3

Materials and methods

This systematic review conformed to the Preferred Reporting

Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)

statement.8 A prespecified protocol was submitted on 29

October 2019 to the International Prospective Register of Sys-

tematic Reviews (PROSPERO) and was registered on 18 May

2020 (CRD42020156473). Owing to the delay with PROS-

PERO, the protocol was also published at the Open Science

Framework (www.osf.io) on 2 February 2020. We followed

the COSMIN guideline for systematic reviews of PROMS.9

Eligible studies

Any study of people with acne vulgaris that described the

development of a PROM, evaluated one or more measurement

properties of a PROM, or evaluated the interpretability of a

PROM regarding treatment satisfaction was eligible. Treatment

satisfaction was interpreted as patients’ satisfaction with any

intervention or with the (general) care received. Studies that

solely used a PROM on treatment satisfaction as part of, for

example, assessing the outcomes of an intervention would be

excluded.9 However, the latter were tabulated separately to

create an overview of instruments used to measure treatment

satisfaction. Studies on acne conglobata, rosacea and

hidradenitis suppurativa were excluded.

Literature search

A systematic literature search was conducted on 1 November

2019. The following bibliographic databases were searched

from their inception for reports of outcome measures assess-

ing satisfaction with treatment of acne: PubMed, MEDLINE

(OVID), Embase (OVID), LILACS, Web of Science,

COCHRANE Library, Emcare (OVID), PsycINFO (EbscoHOST)

and Academic Search Premier (EbscoHOST). There were no

language restrictions. The COSMIN search strategy for identi-

fying all PROMs on satisfaction with acne treatment was used

(Appendix S1; see Supporting Information), and contained the
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following: (i) construct – comprehensive search terms regard-

ing treatment satisfaction; and (ii) population – comprehen-

sive search terms regarding people with acne; and (iii) type of

instrument – COSMIN PROM filter NOT COSMIN exclusion

filter, as described by Terwee et al.10

A rerun of the search was conducted on 10 June 2020. Search

results were uploaded into RAYYAN to facilitate selection of

potentially eligible studies (http://rayyan.qcri.org/). Two

authors (E.J.v.Z. and B.W.M.A.) independently assessed the eligi-

bility of the studies based on title, abstract and keywords. Records

were only excluded when there was sufficient information to

support exclusion. From all the other records, also those lacking

data, full-text copies were obtained. These full-text papers were

independently assessed for eligibility by two authors, and the ref-

erences of eligible studies were independently checked for addi-

tional studies. Any disagreement was resolved by discussion and

consensus. As recommended by Prinsen et al.,9 studies that only

used the PROM as an outcome measurement instrument were

excluded based on the full text. These were as prespecified in the

protocol, tabulated by collecting study details and outcomes

using a predetermined form designed for this purpose and

serving as supportive information for the ACORN project.

Data extraction and methodological quality of included

studies

For data extraction of the included studies on PROM develop-

ment, validation and evaluation, predefined COSMIN forms

were used, as per the methodology.3 The authors only included

data if there was an independently attained consensus. The

methodological quality of the included studies on PROM devel-

opment and validation was assessed using the COSMIN Risk of

Bias checklist.11 The COSMIN Risk of Bias checklist consists of

10 boxes, each with multiple items that can be scored as very

good, adequate, doubtful, inadequate or not applicable.9 The

lowest rating of any standard determines the overall quality of

the PROM. Box 1 addresses PROM development, while the

other nine address measurement properties.9,11 The overall

assessment of included PROMs was performed according to the

COSMIN guideline for systematic reviews of PROMs.3,9

Results

Search results

The search identified 705 records (after removal of duplicates)

for which abstracts were screened. A total of 451 references

were excluded. Of the remaining 254, the full texts were

obtained. Screening of the reference lists of these papers resulted

in one additional study, making the total 255. Of these 254

were excluded.12–265 Reasons for exclusion were that treatment

satisfaction was not, in fact, an outcome (n = 56),12–67 only

using a treatment satisfaction instrument for acne treatments

(n = 91)68–158 or for acne scar treatment (n = 97),159–255 or a

report on the same study group (n = 10).256-265 Therefore, just

one study met the inclusion criteria (see Figure 1).266

Description of the included study

The study of Alomar et al. was published in 2004 and described

the development of a treatment satisfaction questionnaire in

patients with acne.266 The authors initiated the process by

reviewing the literature in MEDLINE (1980–2002), with the

objective of deriving a preliminary list of aspects considered

important regarding patient satisfaction with treatment in gen-

eral and specifically in dermatology. Subsequently, an explora-

tory method with a moderator-led focus group was used to

discuss aspects from the literature (semi-structured script), such

as degree of knowledge of acne and acne treatments; psycho-

logical impact of acne; effects on physical appearance; relation-

ships; information and expectations of treatments; comfort and

ease of application or intake; associated AEs; and overall satis-

faction with treatment. The focus group consisted of just six

women, of whom four were middle-aged and two were adoles-

cents; all were using isotretinoin or had used isotretinoin. After

the 2-h focus group session, all gathered information was used

for the development of an 11-item questionnaire. More details

on this study are provided in Tables S1 and S2 (see Supporting

Information). The items referred to satisfaction of various

aspects related to treatment such as improvement of symptoms,

satisfaction with provided information, satisfaction with treat-

ment, mood, social life, AEs, route of administration, daily

activities and the treatment in general. Responses were pre-

sented as 4- or 5-point Likert scales. The overall scoring system

was not clearly explained. The study authors concluded by stat-

ing that a validation study to evaluate the measurement proper-

ties still had to be completed. However, the authors confirmed

that such a study had not been completed nor published. Fur-

thermore, we found no evidence that this questionnaire was

validated or used in other studies.

The methodological quality of this study was assessed with

the COSMIN Risk of Bias checklist,11 and independently con-

ducted by two authors (E.J.v.Z. and B.W.M.A.). As the study

of Alomar et al. only described development of the question-

naire we were only able to complete the first part of box 1 of

that checklist,266 which addresses general design requirements

and concept elicitation. The second part assesses the compre-

hensiveness and comprehensibility of the questionnaire; how-

ever, this was not reported in the study (see Table 1).

A key criterion is whether a PROM is developed in a sample

of patients representing the target population for which the

PROM is intended.267 The intention of Alomar et al. was to

develop a treatment satisfaction questionnaire for patients with

acne, which implies patients of both sexes, all ages, all treat-

ment modalities and encompassing those with a spectrum of

acne severity.266 However, only six women were included,

with apparently more severe acne because they used or had

used isotretinoin. Therefore, this sample was not representa-

tive of the target population of people with acne. According

to COSMIN standards, this PROM development was considered

to be inadequate (see Table 1). As the study of Alomar et al.

contained no data on any further validation, we were unable

to complete boxes 2–10 of the COSMIN Risk of Bias
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checklist.266 This shortcoming could not be supplemented

with data from other validation studies regarding this PROM.

Evaluation of the PROM

Following COSMIN guidance, we reviewed this PROM against

the 10 criteria for good content validity and applied the modi-

fied GRADE (Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Devel-

opment and Evaluation) approach regarding the quality of the

supporting evidence (high, moderate, low or very low).9 Based

on that, we assessed the content validity of this PROM as insuf-

ficient [very low quality evidence; Table S3 (see Supporting

Information) and Table 1]. For the other measurement

properties, we would have provided summary of findings tables

per measurement property if more studies were available. As

this was not the case, we opted to summarize all the ratings and

the quality of the available evidence in one table, based on the

spreadsheet provided by COSMIN (see Table 2). Owing to the

lack of studies and data we were unable to describe the inter-

pretability and feasibility of the PROM.

The overall results of our findings were that, per the COSMIN

definitions, this PROM was categorized as ‘category B’: there is

no sufficient evidence for content validity, but high-quality evi-

dence for an insufficient measurement property is not available

either. This means that this PROM may have a potential to be

recommended, but further validation studies are needed.

Figure 1 Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flow diagram. n.a., not available; PROM, patient-reported

outcome measure.
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Studies that only reported treatment satisfaction as an

outcome

Studies that only used the PROM as an outcome measurement

instrument were excluded, but study details were tabulated,

per protocol. We identified 188 studies that reported treat-

ment satisfaction as an outcome: 91 on treatment of acne68–

158 and 97 on treating acne scars (a possible sequela of

acne).159–255 These numbers show that clinicians and

researchers do consider treatment satisfaction as an important

outcome. However, the methods used clearly demonstrate the

current diversity (Figures 2 and 3). A summary of the studies

is supplied in Table 3 and characteristics of the studies in

Tables S4 and S5 (see Supporting Information).

Discussion

In dermatology, various collaborative groups have been estab-

lished to facilitate the development of core outcome sets,

including the International Dermatology Outcome Measures

group (IDEOM)268 and the Cochrane Skin – Core Outcome

Set Initiative (CS-COUSIN).269 Disease-specific efforts have

been initiated in atopic dermatitis, psoriasis and hidradenitis

suppurativa.270–272 That such an elaborate worldwide under-

taking has an effect was shown with the Harmonising Out-

come Measures for Eczema (HOME) initiative for atopic

dermatitis, as more trials adhered to its recommendations.273

For acne this has been the remit of ACORN.274 As part of

that initiative, this systematic review was undertaken to iden-

tify and evaluate the quality of outcome measures relevant to

one of the seven previously identified core domains6 – treat-

ment satisfaction. The methodology we followed was estab-

lished by COSMIN.3,9,11 Briefly, the steps involved were a

search for existing instruments (from systematic reviews, liter-

ature searches and other sources) and quality assessment of

the instruments found. This would then lead to recommenda-

tions on selection and a consensus procedure for final agree-

ment on an outcome measure – in this case treatment

satisfaction.

Treatment satisfaction has previously been defined as a

patient-assessed domain addressing attributes of the process

and outcome of the treatment experience.275 This would be

inclusive of benefits in relief of signs and symptoms and risk

of AEs, inconvenience and cost. In clinical trials, cost of treat-

ment would be excluded as medications are typically provided

to patients, therefore not reflecting real-world experience. Fur-

thermore, in preapproval trials, cost of treatment may not

have yet been established by the manufacturer. Regulatory

authorities are increasingly recognizing the importance of

these patient-reported measures on aspects of treatment and

disease impact that are not readily accessible or evaluable by

other methodologies.

From our literature search, numerous studies were found to

have treatment satisfaction of acne and of acne scars as a

patient-reported outcome. These findings underline the impor-

tance of treatment satisfaction in research and support theT
ab
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Figure 2 Types of tools to measure satisfaction with acne treatment. NRS, numerical rating scale; VAS, visual analogue scale.

Figure 3 Types of tools to measure satisfaction with acne scar treatment. NRS, numerical rating scale; VAS, visual analogue scale.
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previous consensus involving patients with acne and other rel-

evant stakeholders in identifying it as an important core out-

come domain.6 This was also reflected by the increase in

studies evaluating treatment satisfaction over the years (Fig-

ure 4). However, while investigators of these studies consid-

ered treatment satisfaction important and reported data for

this outcome, none used a standardized, validated instrument

– underlining the need for harmonization. Furthermore, we

found instances where the degree of improvement was inter-

preted as a degree of treatment satisfaction, despite these con-

structs not being identical.

We found only one study that addressed the development

of a PROM for treatment satisfaction in acne, but it was

assessed as not yet to be recommended by COSMIN standards

(category B).266 This means that there is still an unmet need

for a well-developed and validated PROM for treatment satis-

faction in acne. PROM development and validation is not a

trivial endeavour. Guidance from academia and regulatory

authorities are available to facilitate the development of such a

PROM.276–278 Development and validation should meet COS-

MIN standards, especially as it is intended to be part of a core

outcome set to be used in clinical trials. In its absence, we

observed that researchers are left to develop ad hoc, nonstan-

dardized, unvalidated measures for evaluation of a domain

they consider important in their clinical trials. Although it

reflects the researchers’ involvement and creativity, it was this

diversity and variety of measures that impeded comparison of

outcomes on treatment satisfaction in acne between studies or

the ability to conduct a systematic review with quantitative

meta-analyses on this important outcome.

The limitations are that our search strategy would not have

detected studies that do not contain the construct treatment

Table 3 Characteristics of studies measuring patient-reported

treatment satisfaction in acne

Treatment of

acne (n = 91)

Treatment of
acne scars

(n = 97)

Total

(n = 188)

Participants

Total 32 811 3791 36 602
Men 10 917

(33�3)
903 (23�8) 11 820

(32�3)
Women 15 664

(47�7)
1774 (46�8) 17 438

(47�6)
Sex
unknown/not

reported

6230 (19�0) 1114 (29�4) 7344
(20�1)

Mean age

(years)

22�7 33�0

Minimum in a

study (n)

10 3

Maximum in a

study (n)

5131 352

Mean per study

(n)

364�6 39�1

Median per

study (n)

62 25

Location

Asia 20 (22) 27 (28) 47
(25.0�)

Australia – 2 (2) 2 (1�1)
Europe 25 (27) 15 (15) 40 (21�3)
Latin America 4 (4) 7 (7) 11 (5�9)
Middle East 12 (13) 17 (17) 29 (15�4)
Multiple
countries

9 (10) 6 (6) 15 (8�0)

North
America

20 (22) 23 (24) 43 (22�9)

South Africa 1 (1) – 1 (0⋅5)
Study design

(%)
Cross-

sectional

11 (12) 1 (1) 12 (6�4)

Open label 29 (32) 56 (58) 85 (45�2)
RCT 43 (47) 24 (25) 67 (35�6)
Other 8 (9) 16 (16) 24 (12�8)

Study duration
(weeks)

Minimum (n) 2 4

Maximum
(n)

156 208

Mean (n) 18�6 33�5
Median (n) 12 26

Measurement
methods

One question 46 (51) 58 (60) 104
(55�3)

Questionnaire 35 (39) 27 (28) 62 (33�0)
Unclear/not

reported

10 (11) 12 (12) 22 (11�7)

Answer options

NRS/VAS 19 (21) 18 (19) 37 (19�7)

(continued)

Table 2 Quality of the evidence for measurement properties of the

patient-reported outcome measure (treatment satisfaction in acne)

PROM is not named

Overall
rating Quality of evidence

+/–/ ?
High, moderate, low, very
low

Content validity – Very low
Relevance – Very low

Comprehensiveness – Very low
Comprehensibility – Very low

Structural validity

Internal consistency
Cross-cultural validity

Measurement
invariance

Reliability
Measurement error

Criterion validity
Construct validity

Responsiveness

Empty cells indicate that there was no evidence available to

assess. (+), sufficient; (?), Indeterminate; (–), insufficient.
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satisfaction and associated terms in the meta-data of the con-

sulted databases. This could have underestimated the number

of trials evaluating treatment satisfaction in acne. The strengths

of our review were the comprehensive search in multiple

databases for potentially eligible studies without language

restriction, ensuring no risk of language bias. Furthermore,

although only one study could be included (in Spanish), we

compiled a comprehensive list of measures of patient treat-

ment satisfaction in acne research. As such, this review could

serve as a resource for developing a PROM on treatment satis-

faction in acne.

This study was undertaken to identify and assess the quality

of existing measures corresponding to a core domain in a core

outcome set for acne: treatment satisfaction. However, in our

search and subsequent assessments, we were unable to find a

single measure that fulfilled the necessary criteria. We did find

a plethora of ad hoc scales addressing treatment satisfaction in

acne and acne scarring, none standardized or validated. This

represents an unmet need for a PROM measuring treatment

satisfaction in acne that is robustly developed and validated

according to COSMIN standards.

Table 3 (continued)

Treatment of
acne (n = 91)

Treatment of

acne scars
(n = 97)

Total
(n = 188)

3-point
Likert

1 (1) 5 (5) 6 (3�2)

4-point
Likert

16 (18) 22 (23) 38 (20�2)

5-point
Likert

21 (23) 27 (28) 48 (25�5)

6-point
Likert

2 (2) 1 (1) 3 (1�6)

7-point
Likert

1 (1) – 1 (0�5)

Other 4 (4) 1 (1) 5 (2�7)
Unclear/not

reported

27 (30) 23 (24) 50 (26�6)

Data are n (%) unless otherwise indicated. RCT, randomized con-

trolled trial; NRS, numeric rating scale; VAS, visual analogue

scale.

Figure 4 Number of studies reporting treatment satisfaction over the years.
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